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Detcon Site Sentinel Receives North American
Hazardous-Area Approvals

THE WOODLANDS, TX -Detcon, an IST company, is pleased to announce

the Site Sentinel is fully certified to North American hazardous-area
approval requirements. All models of the CXT (wireless) and CX (wired)
combustible and toxic gas detectors are certified cCSAus Class I, Division
1, and both the CXT Controller and CX Sensor Station are certified cMETus
Class I, Division2. Designed for fixed or transportable use in a wide range
of applications, the flexible and field-expandable Site Sentinel can include
up to 32 gas detectors and can be configured for any combination of wired
and wireless devices.

Additional Site Sentinel components include wireless alarm stations and
the new state-of-the-art Sentinel SiteWatch gateway to alert personnel of
potential danger. The Sentinel SiteWatch provides advanced networking
capability with email and text messaging on all fault and alarm events
through Ethernet or Cellular communications. Web-page remote monitoring
of the safety system is also available through Ethernet communications.

Site Sentinel Gas Detection System

All wireless components of the Site Sentinel operate on a 2.4GHz
frequency, have a two mile line-of-site communication capability, and use
an innovative "Mesh Network" topology that allows each device to operate
as a repeater within the network, ensuring redundant and reliable
communication. The wireless system can also be armed with an extra
measure of network protection when configured with Detcon's patentpending "Fault Tolerant Safety Network." This technology allows any device
in the network to operate as a master device if needed, thereby eliminating
any single-point of failure.
Critical fault diagnostics are available locally or through a link to the other
members of the network. Power options for system components include
disposable batteries, rechargeable battery packs with solar power options,
and line power.
Industrial Safety Technologies (IST) is committed to providing innovative
safety solutions through its group of dedicated and experienced flame and
gas detection companies. Together, Detcon, Simtronics, Oldham, and Gas
Measurement Instruments (GMI) manufacture the most comprehensive
wireless, portable, and fixed flame and gas detection safety solutions in the
world.

State-of-the art Sentinel SiteWatch,
offers advanced networking through
Ethernet and Cellular communication.

For more information visit IST as www.ist-group.com or any of the IST
companies: Detcon at www.detcon.com, Simtronics at www.simtronics.eu,
Oldham at www.oldhamgas.com, or GMI at www.gmiuk.com

